Wind Speed: 0 KNOTS

Position: N48 36.60 W123 9.30

Air Temperature: 74.3 F

Camera: UP

Salon Temperature: 69.8 F
Door: closed
Shore Power: ON

Mid Ship Bilge: DRY
Battery Charge: 92%

Water Depth: 27.3 FEET

Monitor your yacht.
Maximize your fun.

EyeOnBoard closes the distance between
you and your yacht.
If you’re like many yacht owners, you live a good distance from
your yacht, which makes it impossible for you to check on your
yacht personally. Being able to see your yacht’s physical and
environmental conditions in real-time; anytime, anywhere in
the world, from any Internet connection changes all that. Being
notified of potential problems within minutes empowers you to
take immediate action, so you can avoid any unwelcome surprises
that could prevent you from enjoying your yacht to the fullest.
EyeOnBoard’s patent pending monitoring system leverages today’s
most effective technology to keep your yacht as close as your web
browser—and keep you in control of your boating experience.

We are committed to
providing innovative yacht
monitoring solutions and
exceptional service that
enable you to enjoy your
boating experience to
the fullest.

Earlier detection saves time and money.
Is it too hot in the pilothouse?

Early detection is the difference between proactively responding

Is there water in the bilge?

and reacting after the fact, when the damage is done. In most

Is the shore power connected?

cases, that’s the difference between a quick solution and a very

Is the HVAC operational?

expensive one. It’s also the difference between your yacht being

Is it storming outside?

ready to go when you are, and lost time on the water due to
unforeseen repairs.

These are some of the questions that need immediate answers—
and action if those answers aren’t favorable. But how and when

With the broad array of wireless sensors and cameras that are

do you get the answers if you’re hundreds, if not thousands of

part of the EyeOnBoard system, there’s virtually nothing you

miles away from your yacht? From critical systems to climate

can’t know about your yacht to make sure she’s safe, secure and

changes to intrusion and beyond, EyeOnBoard monitors

prepared for her next cruise. In fact, EyeOnBoard is the next best

everything 24/7 and puts detailed information at your fingertips

thing to being on board.

from any Internet connection, anywhere in the world. If there’s a
problem, you’re alerted within minutes, not hours or days.

The early detection
provided by EyeOnBoard
allows you to deal with
problems in their infancy.
Which in most cases, is
the difference between an
inexpensive repair and a
costly one.

Visual images and sensor data combined to
show you what’s happening on your yacht
A monitoring system doesn’t always equate to safety and security,

EyeOnBoard connects your yacht to the Internet seamlessly

especially if the information gathered is confusing, incomplete,

through a wide variety of wireless networks. This two way

infrequently updated, or not communicated fast enough for you

connection allows the yacht to send alerts, while at the same time

to resolve a problem. EyeOnBoard is different because in many

allowing the owner to arm or disarm the security system, remotely

instances it can associate camera images with sensor alerts. This

position onboard cameras, and define sensor alert parameters.

gives you the opportunity to visually confirm what is happening on
your yacht. These images can also be recorded for later playback
and review.

Non-invasive installation
via wireless technology.

Arm and disarm your vessel
from any web connection.

Adjust cameras from any
web connection.

Location: Roche Harbor Marina
Alarm System ARMED

Air Temperature: 62 F

Temp: 61.7 F

Wind Speed: 8.0 Knots
Wind Direction: NE (52 Degrees)

“The difference between
a 5-minute notification and

Salon Door OPEN (DISARMED)

Temp: 78.8 F

Router UP

a 48-hour notification

Camera UP

could be the difference

I/O Server UP

between a boat at the dock

Water Depth: 27.3 Feet

or a boat at the bottom
of the harbor.”

Bilge: DRY
Amps: 0
Volts: 13.4

Temp: 77.0 F

Bilge: DRY

Battery Charge: 94%

36’

80’

80’

A better way to stay connected to your yacht.
Besides communicating a wealth of data over the Internet,

A smarter way to analyze

EyeOnBoard provides flexible and seamless communication

Perhaps one of the best benefits of EyeOnBoard is the ability to

options based on your cruising locations, performance

use our response center to help you analyze the data EyeOnBoard

requirement, and operating cost. These include WiFi, Cellular

is providing you. We will help you interpret the data you’re given

Broadband, Inmarsat Satellites and Orbcom Satellites services.

so you can make a smarter decision on the best course of action.
It’s taking our unique technology and combining it with personal

You can receive alert notifications on your smart phone, iPhone,

service and attention so you can protect and enjoy your yacht to

Blackberry, PC, cell phone, or any device capable of receiving text

the fullest.

messages. If your mobile device supports an Internet browser, you
can also view camera images from your yacht.

Coast line connectivity broadband and cellular

Open ocean connection

High speed Internet
at marina

EyeOnBoard is the
difference between
responding and reacting,
which, in most cases, is
the difference between
a quick solution and an
expensive one.

At the dock…

The next best thing to being onboard.
EyeOnBoard makes it simple to stay as hands-on as possible in

• Respond to drastic climate changes before damage is done

the day-to-day care of your yacht. From spontaneously checking

• Chart a course from the comfort of your home and upload it

the status of onboard systems to using the cameras to do a little
daydreaming, we help ease any separation anxiety.

to your vessel so you can be underway much faster
• Know who’s onboard, why, when, and for how long
• Be advised of unauthorized vessel movement

While your vessel is moored, you can:

• Take immediate action when any liquid is detected in the bilges

• View and control your yacht from any Internet connection

• See the weather at the marina for yourself, live

• Receive alert notifications and respond proactively
• Take action to restore shore power before critical systems fail

It’s about early detection of potential problems, faster resolution,
reduced repair costs and a boat that’s ready when you are.

Temperature and wind
indicators

Critical systems failure

Service personnel onboard

The Perfect Solution.
The Perfect Fit.
Non-invasive wireless
technology means
ease of installation and
configuration for vessels
ranging from 36 to 90 feet.

36’

90’

On the water…

All of the fun. None of the trouble.
While EyeOnBoard certainly proves its worth while you’re away
from your yacht, the system offers just as many benefits when
you’re on board. From knowing your guests onboard location to
finding a great restaurant at your next port of call, EyeOnBoard
helps you make the most of your time on the water.
• Onboard cameras and security system allow you to know where

• Full security when you leave your yacht for an extended period in
a distant port
• Position reporting or real time images allow family members or
friends to experience your voyage along with you
• Secure private onboard wireless network for those who want the
flexibility to use their notebook computer anywhere on the yacht

people are at all times
• Security system notifies you of intruders while at port or
anchored in a secluded bay

Staying in touch with family

It’s all designed to make your boating experience as pleasant and
hassle-free as possible—in season, or out.

“EyeOnBoard means safety
and security at every level
and any location, not only
for myself, but for my guests
as well.”

A hassle free experience.
What people are saying…
“For owners who live far away from their boats—especially those

“The notifications are the most valuable benefit of EyeOnBoard

who don’t have a full-time captain—there’s a lot of anxiety.

to me. I was alerted to high wind and low temperature warnings

EyeOnBoard gives you control to call the dock master who’s just

resulting from an unexpected snowstorm. I was able to connect

50 yards away to check on things any time an alert notification is

to an outside camera and watch what was happening around

received. Or you can have the Yacht Response Center handle the

the boat. From 3,000 miles away I was able to notify the harbor-

situation based on your predetermined instructions if you’re

master and was spared a potentially catastrophic situation. That

not available.”

whole experience alone was worth the cost of the system.”

“As a captain, EyeOnBoard has been a valuable tool that

“Having an EyeOnBoard system installed was much easier than I

stream-lines systems monitoring. I can check on things at a

thought. Through the use of wireless sensors and cameras the

glance, several times a day, or be notified instantly when an alert

amount of cable that needed to be installed was significantly

occurs which frees me up to concentrate on routine maintenance

reduced. This had a major impact on installation cost and time.

and repair work.”

It also required less dismantling of the yacht’s interior areas.”

The next step.
Call 916-933-3602 in USA or 604-512-0077 in Canada to request a live demo or locate the
nearest EyeOnBoard dealer.

4616 25th Avenue N.E. PMB 451
Seattle, WA 98105
Northern California
916-933-3602
Pacific Northwest

It’s about early detection of potential
problems, faster resolution, reduced repair
costs and a boat that’s ready when you are.

604-512-0077 Canada

www.EyeOnBoard.com

